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THE GENEVA HEALTH FORUM
BRINGS TOGETHER KEY ACTORS OF GLOBAL HEALTH
The Geneva Health Forum (GHF) convenes and mobilizes
the global health community to establish a constructive
dialogue leading to improve health and access to care
at the global level. Together with a robust team of
partners and through a multidisciplinary programme
and a series of innovative initiatives the Geneva Health
Forum supports its vision: “a world where health is a
human right and access to health a reality for every
human being”.

Geneva Health Forum Audience
The Geneva Health Forum brings together a multisectoral
and global audience including high level representatives
from the following sectors:
• Academic Institutions
• International Organizations and Institutions, Funds
and Public-Private Partnerships
• Permanent Missions to the UN
• Public Institutions
• Hospitals
• Associations, Foundations and NGOs
• Training centers
• Private sector
• Media

GHF 2020 – Key figures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1’230 participants
130 countries represented
61 partners and associates
21 online sessions
17 workshops
126 innovations
17 booths
165 posters
5 photo exhibitions
4 “Jet d’Or” Awards
1 “Science Speed talks”

Geneva Health Forum 2022
New features
GHF 2022 driving theme
Under the theme “Pandemic and Environmental Emergency: Reinventing Global Health in times of Global
Changes”, GHF participants will discuss the enormous
challenges that are linked to the intertwinement of
human health with environmental and animal health.
From learning about new approaches to engaging a
dialogue among different sectors, the GHF will foster
and bring to light innovative solutions and initiatives.
GHF becomes a platform for collaboration
and continuous learning
Through a series of exclusive events and workshops
organised in between two editions, the GHF amplifies its
pivotal role and accelerates the connections and collaborations initiated at the conference. GHF workshops are
multisectoral working groups facilitated by the GHF
and led by two institutions “GHF workshop co-leaders”
with the aim to tackle a specific global health issue and
leading to deliver an innovative solution.
GHF 2022 - new format
Organised as a hybrid event with on-site events complemented by virtual elements, the 2022 GHF will be open
to a wider audience and accessible to participants who
may not otherwise be able to attend in person.

Geneva Health Forum 2022
Programme and activities
Building on the success of the 2020 edition, the GHF
2022 will include:
• Interactive sessions addressing crucial global health
issues
• Innovations developed in the Health Valley and
internationally
• Exhibitions from institutions and the private sector
• Unique networking opportunities

BECOME A GHF CONTRIBUTOR
Founded in a spirit of partnership, the GHF works closely with key actors involved in global health. Over the last fifteen
years, the GHF has built a large and multisectoral network.
In joining our team of contributors, your active participation will enable you to take advantage of the following unique benefits:
• Showcase your support to finding solutions to global health challenges
• Connect with the GHF network and high-level global health actors
• Strengthen your presence in the Health Valley
• Promote your values, activities, and solutions
Platinum
Gold
Silver
Bronze
CHF 50 000

CHF 25 000

CHF 15 000

CHF 5 000

12 sqm

9 sqm

6 sqm

6 sqm

Number of full delegate badges (including onsite + virtual) accesses

60

30

20

10

Number of virtual delegate badges

30

15

10

5

GHF Platform Benefits
The possibility to initiate and co-lead a workshop on the GHF
platform (1) (2)
The possibility to access the work developed in a workshop (3)
Onsite benefits
A high-level representative of your organisation interviewed in the
GHF recording studio
One invitation at the GHF-VIP lunch
Your private meeting room during the 3 days of the GHF
Your organisation acknowledged at the Opening Ceremony
Priority choice on the dayslot of your side-event
Your side-event (Breakfast/lunch session or early evening
networking event) (4)
Your booth
Your logo before all the sessions
Your logo on the welcome banner
Your logo on the venue screens
Virtual benefits
The interview of your high-level representative broadcasted on the
GHF website and social media
Your organisation's profile in the conference programme
Your lunch-session promoted in one GHF newsletter prior to the event
Your virtual booth on the Conference virtual platform
Your logo on the Conference Programme
Your logo before all the virtual sessions
Your logo on the post-event report
Your logo on the GHF website
Delegate badges

(1) Limited number of opportunities.
(2) The workshop specific thematic will be subject to GHF approval.
(3) The choice of the workshop will be subject to GHF approval.
(4) Limited number of opportunities, will be offered on a first come first served basis.

GENEVA HEALTH FORUM 2022
ORGANISERS AND PARTNERS
Organisers
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Silver Partners

More information on

www.genevahealthforum.com
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Jelena Milenkovic – Director of Operations
Geneva Health Forum
Campus Biotech
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1202 Geneva
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+ 41 22 379 04 82
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